closely related to the existence problem of ^-finite invariant measures. The invariant r(G) and T(G) are nothing but the S-set and T-set of the group measure space construction factor M G of G. They are also corresponding to the Araki-Woods invariant r oc (M G ) and p(M G ) ([!]) of the factor M G in the case of an infinite product type transformation group G.
By the metrical properties of the associated flows, we can obtain much more informations about non-singular transformation groups. The T-set is the point spectrum of the associated flow and the S-set is illustrated by only the periodic motion of the associated flow. It is shown by Krieger's skew-product method ( [9] ) that any ergodic measurable measure preserving flow is realized as the associated flow of an ergodic non-singular transformation group. We study the weakly equivalent classes of the product GxG' of ergodic non-singular transformation groups by using its associated flow and we introduce a new class (type III r ) of non-singular transformation groups of type III. Also we can obtain examples of ergodic non-singular transformation groups G of type III satisfying that G x G is not weakly equivalent with G. We show the Araki-Woods characterization theorem of the asymptotic ratio set and the p-set in the sense of weak equivalence of non-singular transformation groups. By a characterization of a dissipative non-singular flow, we give another proof of the existence of an invariant measure under the condition T(G) = R ( [6] ). Professor H. Araki showed us that Takesaki's dual action ( [19] ) of the modular automorphism group of the group measure space construction factor is realized by the associated flow. Professor W. Krieger informed us that he introduced a non-singular flow for an ergodic nonsingular transformation and proved the one-to-one correspondence between the weak equivalence of ergodic non-singular transformations and the strong equivalence of flows ( [12] ). § 1. Preliminaries Let (O, g, P) be a Lebesgue measure space. Two measures /x and v on the measurable space (Q, gf) are equivalent fi~v, when ^(A) = Q if and only if v(^4) = 0, Ae gf. A 1-1 mapping g from Q onto itself is a non-singular transformation if it is bi-measurable (i.e. gr^cg 0gcg) and Pg~P where Pg(A) = P(gA), AE%. Let G be a countable group of non-singular transformations of (Q, 3, P). A measure ^u defined on (Q, g) is G-invariant if ng=fi,geG and a measurable function /(co) is G-invariant if f(go))=f(co), g eG, a.e.co. G is ergodic if every G-invariant function on (O, g, P) is a constant a.e. We denote by [G] the group of all non-singular transformations g of (Q, $, P) satisfying that there exist measurable sets A n E 5, n = l, 2,... and non-00 singular transformations # n eG, n = l, 2,... such that £2= \J A n (disjoint) Let us now define the ratio set r(G) and the T-set T(G) of a countable non-singular transformation group G of (£2, g, P). The ratio set r(G) is the closure of the set of all positive numbers r satisfying that for any s>0 and any measurable set A with P(^4)>0 there exists a measurable subset B of A with P(J3)>0 and geG such that gBc:A and re~E<^j-(o))<re E , coeB ([10] ), and the T-set T(G) is the set of all real numbers t satisfying that there exists a measurable function expz^(co) such that exp£{£(0co) -£(o>)} = expz'dog--r-jf-(co), geG 9 a.e.co ( [6] ).
The set r(G)\{0} is a multiplicative subgroup of positive numbers and T(G) is an additive subgroup of R. These two sets are invariants for the weak equivalence. For a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group G of (Q, 5, P) a pair (^, H) is said to be an admissible pair of G if ju is a cr-finite measure equivalent with P and if H is an ergodic subgroup consisting of ju-preserving transformations of [G] . The set A(JJL, H) = {r>0|for any e>0 there exists #e [G] such that P(re~E< ^9 (o>) ll/xt <re £ )>0} is a closed multiplicative subgroup of R + if (ju, H) is an admissible pair of G. This set is independent of the choice of an admissible pair ( [6] ). For a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group G of (Q, g, P) we consider the following cases : (d) There is no admissible pair. These cases are exclusive and exaustive.
Definition ([6] ). Let G be a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group of (Q, g, P Let G be a countable non-singular transformation group acting on a Lebesgue measure space (Q, 5, P). We denote by G the group of following non-singular transformations g on (OxR, gx93(R), dPxdw);
geG.
Let £((j) be the measurable partition ( [17] ) generated by all G-in variant measurable sets. For -oo < s < + oo , put T s (co ? u) = (a>, u + s), (CD, u)eQ xR. Since {TJ_ 00<S< + 00 commutes with G, we can define the factor flow {£}-"<.< + " of {TJ_ 00<S< + 00 on the quotient space OxR/C(G).
T s (-oo<s< + 00) is a non-singular transformation with respect to any er-finite measure equivalent with the image measure of dPxdw and {T s }_ 00<s< + 00 is a measurable flow. Definition 2. We call the factor flow {f;}_ 00<s< + 00 the non-singular flow associated with the non-singular transformation group G or simply the associated flow of G.
We note that the associated flow {^s}-oo< s < + oo of G * s ergodic if and only if G is ergodic. We note that the strong equivalence among ergodic non-singular flows is the same as the metrically isomorphic equivalence if they admit finite equivalent invariant measures. 
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Conversely, let tea({T s }).
Then
for some G-in variant measurable function exp 1*77(0), w). If 
, g e G. Therefore (4) Since an ergodic and dissipative non-singular flow on a Lebesgue space is metrically isomorphic with the translation on R, (4) follows from (1), (2) and (3) _ r x, r); -oo<r< + 00}), -oo<s< +00 .
Therefore the associated flow {T s }^f X><s< + ao * s metrically isomorphic with {I7 S }_ 00<S< + 00 under the mapping \l/. Q.E.D.
We note that, in the case that G of Theorem 4 is a cyclic group of type IIIj, G {u} is of type III 0 if an ergodic measure preserving flow {^s}-oo<s< + oo is aperiodic and conservative, and that furthermore if {^s}-oo<s< + oo is a weakly mixing flow then T(G 1[/} ) = {0} (cf. [3] , [6] ).
Let (Q, g, P; G) be of type III A , 0<A<1, and n g (u>) be an integer- Let {C/J_ 00<S< + 00 and {F s }_ 00<s< + 00 be measurable non-singular flows acting on Lebesgue spaces (X 9 %$ x , fe) and (7, 23 y , // y ), respectively. Let {^/ s xl}_ 00<s< + 00 be a flow defined by (U 8 xT)(x, y) = (U s x, y). Since {l/ s xl}_ 00<s< + 00 commutes with {U s xV. 8 }^a o<s< + ao9 we can define the factor flow of the flow {l/ s xl}_ 00<s< + 00 on the quotient space XxY/ C({t/ 5 xF_J) and denote it by {(17, F).} -«<.< + «. {(U, F),}-«,<.< + » is a measurable non-singular flow with respect to the image measure of to x/z y on X Q.E.D.
Definition 5. For a countable additive subgroup F of R, a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group G is of type III r if the associated flow {T s }_ 00<s< + 00 of G is ergodic finite measure preserving and if it has the pure point spectrum F.
We note III Z = III A , and III^°> = III 1 (in case of cyclic group)
by Theorem 3 and von Neumann's theorem that ergodic finite measure preserving flows with the same pure point spectrum are mutually metrically isomorphic ( [14] ). 
(y). Since exp i^t(U s x) exp ir\ t (V-s y) = exp its-exp i£ t (x) x exp { -its} exp irj t (y) for tea({U a })n(T({V a }),expit t (x)expiri t (y)
is a {U a x F_ s }_ 00<s < + 00 -invariant function.
We will show that the set of all {U s x F.J.^ <s< + 00 -in variant square integrable functions are generated by {exp i£ t (x) exp iri t (x) ; t e <r({ U s }) rxKTO)}-Let f(x, y) be a bounded {l/ s x V_ s }.^ < s< + 00 -invariant measurable function and assume where c t is a constant. Hence we have /,00 = 0, a.e.j; 3 for any t ecr({l/ s }) from the assumption on /. Next consider the case (2) and take a measurable bounded function q(x) which is orthogonal to every expi^x), tea({U s }). Defining = </("> ^X OL2( MX ) ? we will see /^(j) = 0, a.e.j. Indeed Q. E.D.
Corollary 1 (cf. [1] ). Let G A be of type IH A (0<A<1) and G be a cyclic ergodic non-singular transformation group. Then In [6] we showed the existence of an invariant measure under the condition that the T-set T(G) = R. It is a measure-theoretical proof of the Connes' theorem for von Neumann algebras ( [3] ).
Here we give another proof of this theorem by using the associated flow.
Lemma 2. Let {L^s}_ 00<s< + 00 be a measurable non-singular flow of a probability space (X 9 33, ^). Then Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3 of [6] and we use the well-known lemmas quoted in [6] . First we show that there exists a (t, x)-measurable function exp i£(t 9 x) such that for -oo < s < + oo
. (t, x).
We may assume that \JL is a probability measure. Therefore we have for -oo < s < + oo a.e.x.
Then the flow {C7 S }_ 00<S< + 00 is metrically isomorphic with the transla-
